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TOURISM STUDIES
THE TOURISM INDUSTRY (TOU101)

TAKE THIS MODULE?

Tourism is predicted to be the largest industry in Alberta by
the year 2000 and will provide many ot today's students

with rewarding careers.

This introductory module serves as an overview of the

industry at the local and provincial level, and investigates

many employment opportunities in tourism.

DO YOU NEED TO KNOW
BEFORE YOU START?

Since this is the first module that most students will take in

the Tourism strand, there are no prerequisite modules. It is

important, however, that you have an open mind, are

creative and are able to express your creativity effectively

and concisely.
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WILL YOU KNOW AND
BE ABLE TO DO
WHEN YOU FINISH?

Describe the role of business, organizations, labour

and government agencies that make up the industry.

. Assess the effect different travel motivators have on
industry activity.

Evaluate local tourism ventures and promotional

strategies used to attract visitors.

Investigate employment opportunities in the tourism

industry.

SHOULD YOUR WORK BE DONE?

Tourism /J.

2
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WILL YOUR MARK FOR THIS

MODULE BE DETERMINED?

PERCENTAGE

Portfolio 80%
(Structure of the industry/Travel motivators40%)

(Local tourism 40%)

(Employment opportunities 20%)
20%

Module Exam

RESOURCES MAY YOU USE?

Howell, David W. Passport: An Introduction to the Travel and
Tourism Industry

Timmons, Veronica. Tourism and Travel: Focus Canada: A Guide
to Canada's Tourism Industry and its Careers

ATEC Career resource binder

Local industry personnel

UNIT A: STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY/TRAVEL MOTIVATORS

1

.

Complete the "Tourism background information" sheet.

2. Complete the Alberta "Trivia Quiz" #1 and #2.

3. Read chapter 1 of Tourism and Travel: Focus Canada, and the summary notes "Tourism: An
Overview". Complete the chart with the eight sectors of industry along with the chapter 1

questions.

4. Read page 98 of Passport, "Interrelatedness of Components". Compose your own scenario

where your budget is unlimited and you can travel anywhere in the world. Using travel

magazines or drawings, prepare a poster that shows your trip, starting in your town and taking

your trip, using each sector of the tourism industry somewhere along the way.
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5. Using a map of Alberta, complete the "Getting to know Alberta: Name Game".

6. Read chapter 2 of Tourism and Travel: Focus Canada, and the summary notes "Demand for

Travel". Complete the questions included in the summary notes and discuss them with your

instructor.

7. Complete worksheet 2-4 from page 342 in Passportcalled "Motivations, needs and
expectations".

8. Obtain and complete the chapter 1/2 quiz.

9. Fill in the four maps titled: "Tourist zones, Cities and towns, Major Rivers," and "Major Parks".

Go over them once and fill in as many answers as you can, then get an Alberta map and fill

in all of the correct responses.

1 0. Complete PROJECT 1 : "Alberta Tourism Zone Report".

1 1

.

Read chapter 4 of Tourism and Travel: Focus Canada, and the summary notes "Governments

and Tourism developments" and complete the chapter 4 questions.

UNITB: LOCAL TOURISM

1

.

Read chapter 3 of Tourism and Travel: Focus Canadaand the summary notes "Marketing

Tourism". Complete the chapter 3 questions

2. Complete the "Marketing and Attraction/Event" worksheet and the "Marketing Strategy/Plan"

with a small group. Make a presentation of your findings.

3. view "Medicine Hat - the Gas City" and complete the "Yourtown" worksheet, listing at least

two of your town's attractions/facilities for each sector of the tourism industry.

4. Complete the "Gateway Country Trivia Quiz".

5. Complete PROJECT 2: "Marketing Local Tourism".

UNIT C: EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1

.

Several guest speakers will be called in over the course of this module. For two of the guest

speakers, complete a "Guest Speaker Reaction Paper".

2. Complete PROJECT 3: "Career Research Project".

Tourism /J.4 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)



tourism: studies -

ba.ckgrou2vjpinforms tiojst

NAME:

GRADE: AGE:

1. Why are you taking this course? An answer "for credits" is not appropriate-

something must have attracted you to the course—tell me about it?

What does tourism mean to you what does it consist of?

Do you have a job (have you had a job)?

If yes, what was the job and where did you work?

4. Wherewereyouborn?_

5. If you have lived somewhere other than Medicine Hat, please indicate places and

length of time in each.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J.5



If you have travelled on a major trip that would have taken you outside of Canada-

please indicate and give details. When, for how long, who travelled with you, how

did you travel, etc. How did you enjoy this trip?

7. List all the places you have been to in Alberta.

8. List all the places you have been to in Canada-places not just provinces.

9. In the past year, what is the furthest point you have been to outside of Medicine

Hat. What was your reason for travelling there.

10. a) What are your career ambitions?

b) Where would you eventually like to live?

n , CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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TOURISM STUDIES 10

TRIVIA, Q UI21 #1

NAME:

1. What is the provincial flower?

2. When did Alberta become a province?

3. What is the population of Alberta?

4. What is the most important industry?

5. How many cities are there in Alberta?

6. Who is the premier of Alberta?

7. Name the highways which joins each of these places:

Medicine Hat - Calgary

Calgary - Edmonton

Medicine Hat - Lethbridge

Banff - Jasper

Rocky Mountain House - Saskatchewan River Crossing

Edmonton - Jasper

Edmonton - Fort McMurray

Grande Prairie - Edmonton

8. Identify the location of the following major events held in Alberta each year:

Klondike Days

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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TOURISM STUDIES 10

TRIVIA QUIZ^2

NAME:

1 . What is the highest point of land in Alberta?

Name the time zone is Alberta in?

3. What is the minimum age for driving in this province?

4. What is the legal age for consuming alcoholic beverages in this province?

5. In frontier days, what was Alberta'a economy based upon?

6. Who is Mount Lougheed named after?

7. On the Yellowhead Highway approximately 70 - 75 kilometres west ofEdmonton you

may see a sign with this name:

Yo Wo Ch As

Outdoor Education Centre

3km

What is the origin of this name?

8. Which US states border Alberta?

Identify five winter recreational activities in Alberta.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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TOURIST ZONES

Fill in the areas identified on the map with the names of the tourist zones.

in
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14
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3 m
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MAJOR PARKS
Can you name the five National Parks and

nine of the largest Provincial Parks in Alberta?

For answers see back of book

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism
/J. 1
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CITIES AJSFD TOWNS
On this map identify the important cities and towns in the province.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J. 13



TOURISM STUDIES:
MODULE TOU101 (NATURE OF TOURISM)

PROJECT 1: Alberta Tourism Zone Report

You will research and report on one of the fourteen tourism zones in Alberta.

The zone you have chosen/been assigned is:

CONTENT
The report may either be in the form of a written report or a poster (the

poster will have components as well).

YOU MUST INCLUDE:

1. A map of Alberta [provided] with your zone draw/couloured

in.

2. A map of your zone, with major attrations and population

centers indicated.

3. A written description of the zone's major attractions[cultural,

recreational,natural]

4. A list of the range of visitor services available in that zone.

[Accommodations, food, information].

5. Create a sample advertisment for either the entire zone or for

one of its major attractions, [radio, T.V., brochure...ect] for

the zone from travel info guide, magazines, or videos.

PROJECT 1 CRITERIA:

POSTER AESTHETICS: /15
(Naat, shows zona map and Alberta map, well-prosentad. atfort shown)

DESCRIPTION OF ATTRACTIONS: 120
(Major attractions in tha zona listed, dasertbad, and IdantrRad on tha map)

RANGE OF VISITOR SERVICES LISTED: /5
(List of tha typas of hotals. rastaurants and other visitor sarvleas available)

SAMPLE ADVERTISEMENT: 110
(CraaOva, points out posltiva faaturas of attractlon(s), quality workmanship)

/50

Tourism /J. 14 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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DATE:.
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GUEST SPEAKER REACT/ON PAPER

'EAKER:

After each guest speaker'spresentation, students mustprepare a 'Reaction paper* based on the

presentation. The reaction has to include a briefsummary ofthe presentation, followedbypersonal

comments relating to significantpoints made by the presenter.

The fo/iowing evaluation scale willbe used to gradeyour reactionpapers:

5 A we/1'definedand'critically thoughtPut reaction to the

statementsmade by thepresenter.

4 The studenthas reactedto statementsmade butlimited

personalorcriticalthoughtputinto the reaction.

3 A summary ofthepresentation has been made, butno
personalorcriticalthoughthas beenputinto the reaction.

2 The studenthasmade a briefsummary ofthepresentation,

butlimitedefforthas been usedin completing the objectives

ofthe assignment

/ The studenthasmadea limitedeffortin completing the

assignment Summary ispoorly describedandhas
grammaticalerrors.

O No assignment turnedin.

This paper shou/dbe written neatly on the back of, or attached
to, this form. P/ease use complete sentences and write c/earty.

This paper is due the next c/ass dav fo/iowing the presentation.
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TOURISM STUDIES
PEOPLE AND PLACES (TOU102)

TAKE THIS MODULE?

You will examine the impact ot tourism on the environment
and culture of a destination.

You will discuss and demonstrate strategies of maintaining

and enhancing the well-being of individuals in tourism

DO YOU NEED TO KNOW
BEFORE YOU START?

• You can identify the structure of the tourism industry

in private and government areas and discuss the

impact of this structure.

• You have demonstrated the knowledge, skills and
attitudes of quality guest service including

hospitality and communication skills.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J. 17



WILL YOU KNOW AND
BE ABLE TO DO
WHEN YOU FINISH?

Demonstrate an appreciation tor cultural and
environmental impact of tourism by developing

strategies for preserving the heritage in these areas

in Alberta.

Describe how tourism can develop acceptance and
understanding among cultures.

Describe strategies used by industry for maintaining

and enhancing the well-being of tourists.

SHOULD YOUR WORK BE DONE?

Tourism /J. 18 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)



WILL YOUR MARK FOR THIS

MODULE BE DETERMINED?

PERCENTAGE

Prepare a presentation demonstrating 20%
knowledge of tourists and destinations

Cultural Events Calendar 20%
Field trip analyzing strategies for meeting 20%
the needs of various individuals.

Classroom assignments demonstrating 20%
awareness and understanding of cultural

diversity

Module Exam 20%

RESOURCES MAY YOU USE?

Timmons, Veronica. Tourism & Travel: Focus Canada: A Guide to

Canada's Tourism Industry and its Careers

Howell, David W. Passport: An Introduction to the Travel and
Tourism Industry

McDonald's Franchise

Kim Dennis - Airdrie Recycling

Canadian Parks Service Fact Sheet - Bill C-30 (Cat. No. R61 -2 1 1 2-

1E ISBN 0-662-1 651 0-1)

Clean Calgary - Environment Friendly Restaurant Program

Westworld Alberta - AMA - February 1 992 "Vive Le Chauffeur!"

Nose Creek Museum
Video - Steam, Schemes & National Dreams
CNIB - pamphlets

1

.

Guest Speaker: Manager of McDonald's to discuss environment program, Careers, and
introduce "Customer Care Culture".

2. Complete "Tourism and the Environment - Assignment".

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J. 19



3. Guest Speaker: Kim from City of Airdrie to discuss local environmental programs. Read

"Recycling for Airdrie's Future".

4. Read "Clean Calgary" and evaluate a local restaurant.

5. Read and complete "Bill C-30".

6. Teacher discussion on "Code for Environmentally Responsible Tourism".

7. Collect recent articles on Tourism/Environment related issues. Complete "Evaluating Tourism

Ecosystems".

Bonus: View "Garbologist"

McDonald's Field Trip

1. TRAINING

1

.

Describe the various positions in the McDonald's management.

2. What training is provided for these and other positions?

3. Why is training here so important?

4. What other educational incentives does McDonald's offer?

5. Describe some of the employee benefits.

6. What characteristics does McDonald's look for in employees?

2. STORE OPERATIONS

1

.

Describe some of the holding times for food; why are these important?

2. What are some of the significant features of some of the equipment used?

3. Why is cleanliness so important?

4. What procedures are followed to make operations more efficient?

5. What kind of oil is used in the fryers? Why is this significant?

3. MEETING COMMUNITY AND PERSONAL NEEDS:

1

.

McDonald's is very supportive of community projects. Why does the company feel this is

an important role to play? In what way does it support events and people?

2. How does McDonald's endeavour to meet the needs of the following groups of people:

a. Seniors

b. Physically disabled

c. Mentally disabled

d. Small children

e. Parents

f. The health conscious

3. What is meant by the term "customer care culture"?

4. What role does "marketing" play for this business?

5. What has been McDonald's main demographic group?
6. What new market share has the company tried to pursue?

Tourism /J.20 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)



4. ENVIRONMENT
1

.

List and describe the steps McDonald's has taken to address environmental issues.

2. How has the media interfered to distort truths in this area?

3. Why is the environment a concern to business?

TOURISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT - ASSIGNMENT

Choose a tourist business or attraction in any of the regions we have discussed and describe the

activities that take place there.

Discuss possible harm to the environment that might occur because of such development in the

region.

Suggest ways to solve or prevent the above problems.

Write a letter to that business requesting information on its policies on protection of the physical

environment.

Evaluation: - Introduction: region, business

- Concerns: sensitive areas
- Suggestions:

- Letter:

10

20
20
10

60
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TOURISM STUDIES
TOURISM FOOD SECTOR (TOU104)

TAKE THIS MODULE?

This introductory level module deals with the tood sector

from the perspective of the service provider, and the

criteria required to give excellent service.

You will evaluate food service establishments, explain

basic food handling services, demonstrate proper food

service skills, and adapt service standards to meet the

needs of the guests.

DO YOU NEED TO KNOW
BEFORE YOU START?

In order to succeed in this module you should have
completed the "Quality Guest Service" introductory

module.

You will have an advantage if you have some experience

in the food service sector.

You need to be able to analyze service strategies, and
demonstrate Alberta Best strategies for addressing these

strategies.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J.23



WILL YOU KNOW AND
BE ABLE TO DO
WHEN YOU FINISH?

B

E

Compare a variety of local food establishments and
career opportunities in the food sector.

Develop satisfactory food service skills and
demonstrate a knowledge of different food service

techniques.

Describe basic principles of food handling.

Develop standards and criteria for excellent food

service and modify service to meet guest needs.

SHOULD YOUR WORK BE DONE?

Tourism /J.24 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)



WILL YOUR MARK FOR THIS
MODULE BE DETERMINED?

Portfolio

(Intro to Food Sector 20%)
(Food Service Procedures 25%)
(Principles of Food Handling 1 5%)
(Operation of a Food Service Business 40%)

Module Exam

PERCENTAGE

80%

20%

RESOURCES MAY YOU USE?

Guest speakers from community
Howell, David W. Passport: An Introduction to the Travel and
Tourism Industry

Strianese, Anthony J. DiningRoom andBanquet Management
Local/regional newspapers

UNIT A: INTRODUCTION TO THE FOOD SECTOR

1.

2.

3.

Using resources such as the Yellow Pages and the local newspaper, and other local
promotional materials, complete the "Scope of the Food and Beverage industry in Medicine
Hat

.
Start by making a rough list of as many as possible, then try to classify them into five or

six categories (which you will make up). Include a title page and a table of contents which
will describe each of your categories.

Read chapter 8 of Tourism and Travel: Focus Canada and the notes that accompany this
guide. Complete chapter 8 review questions and the assignment "Careers in Food Service

Using a local or regional newspaper, complete the research project "Employment
Opportunities in the Food Sector". In the "Requirements" column, include any relevant
training that may be obtained from an educational institution within Alberta

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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4. Participate in a class discussion of the food and beverage industry with an industry person

from the community and complete a "Guest Speaker Reaction Paper".

5. Complete the "Comparing Fast Food Restaurants" worksheet included in your student guide.

UNIT B: FOOD SERVICE PROCEDURES

1

.

To begin this unit on food service procedures, consider the food service businesses in your

community and try to place them into the following categories of service. Use "Types of Food

Service" worksheet and follow the instructions outlined there.

2. On a blank sheet of paper, draw a typical place setting that you would see in a restaurant

that has table service. Label all items.

3. Read Chapter 3 of Dining Room and Banquet Management and using your own paper,

compare the following types of service in chart form:

- FRENCH - RUSSIAN - AMERICAN

4. In your notes, list the advantages and disadvantages of each type of service mentioned
above.

5. On a blank sheet of paper, draw a diagram of the traditional American Place Setting that

includes a soup and salad course. Include a coffee cup in your diagram, correctly

positioned, of course.

6. Reach chapter 4 of Dining Room and Banquet Managementond complete the review

questions 1 , 4, 7, 8 and 1 1 . Also answer the following question: What does the term "table

maintenance" mean and why is it important? Give an example.

7. Participate in a role-play, either with classmates or in a restaurant job-shadowing situation,

where you demonstrate the following skills;

- greet customer, present the menu
- pour water

- take order

- serve food, dessert or coffee.

You may be evaluated for this activity by your instructor and/or food service industry

professional using the Food Server Skill Evaluation Form. Arrange for testing with your
instructor.

8. Complete the "Food Service Procedures Quiz" (Multiple choice), covering chapter 3, and
chapter 4 of Dining Room and Banquet Management.

UNITC: FOOD HANDLING

1

.

Read the handout titled: "Food Handling Techniques" and review with your instructor. When
finished, complete the "Food Handling Worksheet".

2. Read chapter 2 of Dining Room andBanquet Managementand complete review questions
1,4, 7 and 9.

Tourism /J.26 CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)



3. Complete the "Sanitation Quiz" (Multiple choice), covering chapter 2 of Dining Room and
Banquet Management.

UNIT D: OPERATION OF A FOOD SERVICE BUSINESS

1

.

Complete the "Focus Group Activity" for the school cafeteria and discuss your findings within

small groups.

2. Complete PROJECT #1 : "Restaurant Critique".

3. Read the handout titled "The Menu" and using the guidelines discussed, design a menu for

your own fictional food service business. You must come up with a name for your restaurant

as well as a theme. In addition, design a logo that fits with the name and the theme of your

establishment. You will be evaluated based on:

Creativity Elements of the Menu
Appearance Pricing

4. Complete PROJECT #2: "Designing your own Restaurant".

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /J.27
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-TOU104

TOURISM STUDIES:
MODULE TOU104 (TOURISM FOOD SECTOR)

SCOPE OF THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

Using resources such as the local telephone booK, pamphlets, entertainment

guides and your personal knowledge of the food and beverage businesses in

the community, make a personal restaurant guide for yourself with the

following guidelines:

1. Start by making a rough list of as many food and beverage businesses you can think

of in the area @ 20-30.

2. Separate (classify) these restaurants into 5 categories:

1. Fast Food
2. Family Restaurant

3. Casual Dining

4. Formal Dining

5. Other (your own category)

3. List these restaurants, by category using the sheets provided.

4. When your list is complete, design an attractive cover page and title your book

BON APPETIT!

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim) Tourism /T-29



TOURISM STUDIES Module TOU 104 (TOURISM FOOD SECTOR) tmPF OF THF FOOD ' NT) RFVFRAGF INDUSTRY

CATEGORY:

NAME:
FEATURES:

AREA:

PH.#

NAME:
FEATURES

AREA:

PH.#

,AME:

AREA:

PH «
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FEATURES

NAME:

AREA:

FEATURES
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TOURISM STUDIES
Module TOU104 (TOURISM FOOD SECTOR)

COMPARING FAST FOOD RESTA URANTS
State your observations for each of the following areas of the restaurants we visited yesterday. Try to

iraw comparisons and find differences between the two wherever possible. Use point form, but make
our answers complete. Responses such as "Good Service" and "Bad Service" are unacceptable, you must
more specific.

I. Make up two of your own categories as well and compare the restaurants according to those as well.

VIPARE A&W DAIRY QUEEN

ITNG

JNESS

[OSPHERE

[CE

DUCTS

)WLEDGE

LARANCE

Iff

frruDE
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TOURISM STUDIES
Module TOU104 (TOURISM FOOD SECTOR)

TYPES OF FOOD SERVICE

There are several very distinct types of food service throughout the food industry. For example, at

Subway you stand behing the glass as your sandwich is prepared for you, while at the Beefeater, you
are waited on by a food and beverage server.

1. Given the following categories, describe what you think is the main service characteristic of each.

In other words, what is "Fast food service", what does it look like?

2. Give examples of local restaurants you feel would fit intoo each of these categories.

TABLE SERVICE

1.

CAFETERIA SERVICE

1.

2. 2.

BUFFET SERVICE
1.

FAMILY SERVICE

1.

2. 2.

TRAY SERVICE

1.

FAST FOOD

1.

2.

Tourism /J.32
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Food Server Skill Evaluation
iased oil ihe ATEC Certification standards for the Food and Beverase server.

Student Nai

Evaluator J^

Location/B

ne:

lame:

usiness:

Exceeds
Expectations

4

Unsatisfactory Acceptable
EjP««ed

~i . .,.,
y Service

Skill 1 2 3 COMMENTS
:t table for

nerican Service

Lrry tableware and
oduct

:knowledge/Greet
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.ke orders

ace orders

pply American
>oth service

isure guests are

ljoying their meal

resent guests with

leque

TOTAL SCORE T

"ood Server Skill Evaluation
lased on the ATEC Certification standards for the Food and Beverage server.

Student Name:
Evaluator Name:
Location/Business:

m M1
Unsatisfactory Acceptable &£*£ Ex^bns

Skill 2 3 4 COMMENTS
;t table for

merican Service

irry tableware and
oduct

cknowledge/Greet
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[ke orders

ace orders

pply American
:>oth service

nsure guests are

"ljoying their meal

resent guests with

leque

TOTAL SCORE



Mr. T. Korte

BUSINESSEDUCA TION
M.H.H.S.

*4TH\Q&

NAME:

DATE:.

GUEST SPEAKER REACTION PAPER

After each guest speaker'spresentation, students mustprepare a 'Reaction paper* based on the

presentation. The reaction has to inciude a briefsummary ofthepresentation, foi/owedbypersonai

comments relating to significantpoints made by thepresenter.

The fo/iowing evaluation scale willbe used to gradeyourreactionpapers:

5 A welldefinedandcriticatiythoughtoutreaction to the

statementsmade bythepresenter.

4 The swdenthasreactedto statementsmade butlimited

personalorcriticalthoughtputinto the reaction.

3 A summary ofthepresentation has been made, butno
personalorcriticalthoughthas beenput into the reaction.

2 The studenthas rnade a briefsummary ofthepresentation,

but limitedefforthasbeen usedin completing the objectives

ofthe assignment.

1 The studenthasmade a limitedeffort in completingthe

assignment Summary ispoorly describedandhas
grammaticalenors.

O No assignment turnedin.

This paper should be written neat/y on the back of, or attached
to, this form. Please use complete sentences and write clearly.

This paper is due the next class day following the presentation.
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TOURISM 10 .

FOOD HANDLING WORK SHEET

Name:

1. What are pathogens? Give four examples and define each one

2. What are some common sources of pathogens?

3 . How does one control the growth and reproduction of bacteria?

4 . Give two things that should be done when washing dishes

5. What is cross-contamination? Give an example.

6. What is direct contamination? Give an example.

7 . List personal habits that are very important for anyone who
handles food.

CSB: 94 07 19 (Interim)
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TOURISM STUDIES:
MODULE TOU104 (TOURISM FOOD SECTOR)

PROJECT 2: DESIGNING YOUR OWN RESTAURANT

Using the name and menu you created in your last assignment, you are going

to go one step further and design the restaurant. Complete each of the

following steps to be successful:

1. You already have the name, logo and menu for your restaurant, now you must
create the floor plan. This does not have to be blueprint quality, rather a poster

outlining how you plan to position the walls, food preparation area, dining area,

washrooms, and other fixtures.

2. How will you ensure guest satisfaction at your restaurant? To answer this,

develop criteria for excellent service (use Alberta Best service as an example).

Develop a written service strategy usig the following headings:

1. Seating: When are guests satisfied/dissatisfied with where they are sitting or the

seating arrangements themselves. What is your strategy for dealing with guests with

special requirements?

2. Cleanliness: When are guests satisfied/dissatisfied with the cleanliness of the

restaurant. What is your strategy for dealing with guests with complaints? How will

you follow up on these complaints?

3. Atmosphere: When are guests satisfied/dissatisfied with the mood or atmosphere in a

restaurant? This is key to your service strategy because it relates direcdy to the

people who work for you. How will you maintain the mood you want in your

restaurant? What training will your staff undertake to ensure this?

4. Service: When are guests satisfied/dissatisfied with the service? This also relates

directly to the people who work for you. How will you maintain the level of service

you need in your restaurant? What training will your staff undertake to ensure this

level of service?

5. Food and Beverage Products: When are guests satisfied/dissatisfied with the food

or drinks? How will you want your staff to deal with problems with the food? What
training will your staff undertake to ensure that the quality of the food is kept at your

standards?

6. Develop a sample advertisement for your restaurant. Be creative!
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TOURISM STUDIES 10:

THE FOOD AND BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

MAJOR PROJECT:
RESTAURANT CRITIQUE

Choose a place to eat out, such as an ethnic restaurant, a coffee shop, or the school

cafeteria.

You are assuming the role of a food criiique for the Tourism 1 Daily Herald newspaper.

I am your editor and here are your instructions for your assignment

1. Complete the planning form. Complete transportation form (to be

signed by your parents/guardians) if you will be driving with a fellow

student,

2. From your restaurant experience, answer the following questions

[bring this sheet with you to the restaurant] on the "EVALUATE A
RESTAURANT" WORKSHEET,

3. Use your responses to these questions, along with any other personal

observations, to compose a concisely written newspaper article (typed

or neatly handwritten) 200-300 words, of \J\&10 .

4. Your grade will be based on the following:

A. Evaluation of food service,

3. Completed and handed in Worksheet,

C. Neatness and grammar of report,

D. Oral Presentation of report.
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